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Aphasia
Difficulty with understanding or expressing language

following a neurologic event.

Have heard the term aphasia                            Know that aphasia is a language issue
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2022 National Aphasia Awareness Survey, National Aphasia Association, aphasia.org



Statistics

• 180,000 new cases of aphasia per year

• 2.5 to 4 million stroke survivors with aphasia living in the US

One in three stroke survivors will have aphasia
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Simmons-Mackie, N., (2018). Aphasia in North America: A Comprehensive Report on Incidence, Causes and Impact. Aphasia Access: Moorestown, NJ.



Aphasia: Care Outcomes
• Patients with communication disability are THREE TIMES more 

likely to experience a preventable adverse event in the hospital 

• More likely to be dissatisfied with care

• Have poorer health and higher utilization of healthcare services 

• Have higher risk of falls
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Care with Aphasia is Hard
Carragher, M., et al. (2021)

1) Aphasia is time consuming.
2) Health professionals do not know how to help.
3) Health professionals limit conversations with patients with aphasia.
4) Health professionals want to know how to help.
5) Health professionals feel good after successful communication.
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Survivors of Stroke with Aphasia Experience Hardship
Hemsley, Werninck, & Worrall (2013)

“Following my husband’s heart surgery, he got an infection in the wound… The 
hospital staff tried to explain to him that when he needed to cough, he should hug a 
rolled towel tightly to his chest, to prevent his wound from opening.  However, he 
couldn’t follow the instructions”

“I told the surgeon that I would prefer to have my wife with me, but he just ignored 
me… [he[ was talking too fast and I couldn’t keep up, so I asked him to repeat what he 
had said, but he just kept going… I felt frustrated and angry.  I just need extra time to 
speak and my wife with me to get the detail, so she can then tell the information 
later.”  
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Aphasia: Disproportionate Impact
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Benjamin, E., Muntner, P., Alonso, A., Bittencourt, M., Callaway, C., Carson, A., Chamberlain, A., et al. (2019).  Heart disease and 
stroke statistics- 2019 update:  A report from the American Heart Association, Circulation, (10) e56-e528.



Aphasia: Systemic Considerations
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A starting point
• Dr. Helen Mach, PhD, CCC-SLP

• Dr. Rebecca Hunting-Pompon, PhD
– PI Aphasia & Rehabilitation Outcomes Lab
– https://sites.udel.edu/chs-arolab/
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https://sites.udel.edu/chs-arolab/


FRAME your conversation
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Baylor et al, 2019; Yorkston et al., (2015) 
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Familiarize yourself with client’s communication preferences.

• Communication boards or books
• Writing 
• Augmentative and Alternative Communication
• Okay to guess or wait for you to finish?
• Ask about hearing aids and glasses

FamiliarizeF



Reduce your Rate
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How you TALK

o Slow down your rate slightly
o Pause between phrases
o One idea at a time

Burns et al., (2012); Yorkston et al., (2015) 



Reduce your Rate
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How you LISTEN

oIncrease your wait time to allow patients time to respond
oPatiently wait (breathe if you find this difficult)
oMaintain eye contact

Burns et al., (2012); Yorkston et al., (2015) 
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Assist with Communication

• Ask questions in different ways.

• Give multiple choices (pair with keyword writing).

• Write down what PWA says to check for confirmation.

Simmons-Mackie and Kagan (1999); Burns et al., (2012); Yorkston et al., (2015) 
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Assist with Communication

Let PWA know when you don’t understand them

• Be specific

“I understood when you said _____ 
but the part about ____ I didn’t understand”

Simmons-Mackie & Kagan (1999) 
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Assist with Communication

• Acknowledge what you heard 

• Acknowledge communication breakdowns if they occur between 
you and PWA; then try to repair

Do NOT try to pretend you understand when you don’t!
Simmons-Mackie & Kagan (1999); Burns et al., (2012); Yorkston et al., (2015) 
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Assist with Communication

• Overlap what you’re saying with what the PWA is saying at the 
same time

oShares that you’re on the same page
oConveys trust in the PWA and what they are communicating

• PWA: {“No”}
• You: {“No” [shaking your head no]}

Simmons-Mackie & Kagan (1999) 
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Assist with Communication
Ask clarifying questions

oEven if communication repair is unsuccessful, end repair 
sequence with info that PWA provided earlier during interaction

•What point did you last understand?

oHelps PWA “save face” and end repair sequence at a mutual 
agreement and alignment Simmons-Mackie & Kagan (1999) 



Mix Communication Modalities
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Follow their lead
o Go beyond just verbal communication 
o Offer materials with simple pictures so PWA can point
o Watch body language, facial expressions, eye gaze, etc.
o Gestures work!
o Writing – key word writing

Simmons-Mackie & Kagan (1999); Burns et al. (2012)



Engage the PWA
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Respect the PWA
oRefrain from judgement about competence of PWA
oSpeak directly to the PWA, especially when with family
oMaintain eye contact
oNatural, respectful tone of voice

Burns et al., (2012)



Wrap It Up
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Summarize what was discussed during the session

• Continue multi-modal communication
• Limit to key ideas: “No more than 3”
• Check-in that patient understands the information
• Ask about any questions or concerns before finishing up



TAKE AWAYS: Keep FRAME-ing
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• Aphasia is complex
• Communication breakdowns are bound to happen

Keep trying your best to communicate 
and help the PWA feel at ease 

modified Burns et al., (2012)



FRAME your conversation
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Baylor et al, 2019; Yorkston et al., (2015) 



Call your 
local SLP!

University of 
Delaware 

Speech-Language-
Hearing Clinic

302-831-7100
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Life Participation Groups @ UD

24https://sites.udel.edu/slh-clinic/life-participation-groups/
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